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ABSTRACT 
This paper gives a general overview ofhybrid 
electric vehic1es (REV s). Fundamental costs and 
developmentwithin the area ofHEV s are analysed 
inordertoshowtherolethatthistechnologyplays 
in the current automotive market. The advantages 
and disadvantages ofthis vehic1e technology are 
also discussedin detail. Thepaperwill also focus on 
thecurrentandfuturemarketprojectionsofHEVs; 
particularly on the legislativemovements whichare 
helping to increase the market share for 
environmentally friendly vehic1es. Opinions of 
researchers andautomotivecompanies will betaken 
into account in order to predict which will be the 
leadingtechnologytrends in the future. 
Index Terms- Hybrid Electric Vehic1es 
(HEV), Batteries, Hybrids vs. DieseIs, Future 
Trends. 
l.INTRODUCTION 
Hybrid electric technology has become the 
latest milestone forthe automotive industry such 
have been diesel technology and the gear system in 
the past. The growing threat of global warming, 
excessivepetrol dependence, everincreases prices 
in fuel, and driving trends are just a selection of 
reasons whichhave accelerated thedeve10pment of 
Hybrid Electric Vehic1es (HEV). AIso, some 
government backing has offered supportto HEV 
technology with the introduction of restrictive 
legislationparticularlyconcemed with thereduction 
ofCOz emissions. 
The aim ofthis paper is to observe the initial 
basis ofthis incipienttechnology, analysethe current 
concepts and discuss the future developments of 
HEV s by forecasting future events and market 
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sales. Legislative enforcements, different 
configurations, the breakdown of components, and 
currently available hybrids will be analysed and 
discussedinthisreportwiththeobjectivetoillustrate 
aH the issues involved withHEV technology. 
This publication has been broken down into 
a number of sections, with a range of areas being 
covered throughout. The history behindHEV s will 
be presented, providing a brief picture of the 
technology. A discussion ofwhat HEVs are, in 
explainingthe currentHEV concepts will follow. 
The motivations behind the move towards this 
technology will be viewed; showing the reasons 
whythis technologyis beginningto growin stature. 
The breakdown ofhybridspecific components will 
be mentioned, and the differences between these 
and conventional configurations will be compared. 
The way in whichHEV sworkwill becoveredalong 
with the operating features ofHEV configurations. 
Current andfuture HEV mode1s are akey area, and 
the market status is illustrated and cornmented 
upon. There are comparative buying issues between 
HEV anddiesel technologies, and these are analysed 
and discussed in detail near the end of the work. 
The publication will conc1ude with a look at the 
future trends and surnmarisation ofthe key ideas 
behind this ever growingtechnology. 
2.HEVmSTORY 
The competition between vehic1es powered 
by electric and those powered by an internal 
combustion engine (ICE) is notanew scenario; this 
antagonism dates back to as early as the beginning 
ofthe 19th century. Between 1890 and 1905 ICEs, 
electric vehic1es (EV s), and steam powered cars 
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were all marketed in the United Kingdom and 
United States. EV s were the market leader in the 
United States atthis time; mainly due to the works 
of electricity pioneers such as Edison and Tesla. 
ThelimitingrangeofEVswasnotabigproblemas 
the roads linking the cities were not particularly 
adequate forvehic1e transportation. 
It was evident that the use ofbatteries in 
automobiles was going to pose limitations inrange 
and utility ofEV s. Due to the energy advantages of 
petrol powered vehic1es over battery operation, 
petrol became the dominate energy source overthe 
next 100 years, andis stillleading the waytoday. At 
thetimemanyautomotivecompaniesdesigneddirect 
ICE vehic1es, but sorne tried to combine the 
advantages ofthe electric vehic1e with those of an 
ICE vehic1e by creating a hybrid ofthe two. 
The first ever REV was built in 1898, and 
therewere several automotive companies who were 
selling REV s in the early 1900s. The production of 
HEV s didnotlastthecourse oftimedueto significant 
problems with them. H enry F ordinitiated themass 
production of combustion enginevehic1es; making 
them widely available and affordable within the 
$455 to $911 price range (H» 375€ to 750€ with 
prices taken from the current American dollar to 
Euro conversion rate). In contrast, the price ofthe 
less efficientEV s continued to rise. During 1912, an 
electric roadster sold for $1,732 (1 ,425€ ), whilsta 
gasoline car sold for $547 (450€ ) as illustrated by 
About Inventors. Another problem was the 
requirementfor a smooth coordination between the 
engine and the motor, which was not possib le due 
to the use of only mechanical controls. 
Since these early attempts, there has been a 
rise in the concern for global warming, a continual 
rise in fuel prices, and the threat of oil reserves 
dryingup altogether. This hadled to interest in more 
efficient and environrnentally means oftransport 
again,particularlyin theareaofHEV. Withadvances 
in battery technologies and onboard computer 
systems, the option of a plausible HEV has become 
reality, and a number of models from the likes of 
Honda (Civic and Insight) and Toyota (Prius) 
have been available now since 2000. 
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There have been a number of prospective 
designs andREV shave beengrowing eversince the 
inclusion ofthem onto the world market in 2000. 
The increased interest along with legislative 
movements has made advanced c1ean and efficient 
transportation notonly a vision forihe future, but 
one fortoday. 
3.WHAT ARE THEY? 
F orthe purpose ofthis work, the definition of 
anREV will be as follows: 
«A Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) is 
powered by two ormore energy sources, 
one 01 which is an electrical source.» 
The two most comrnon sources ofpowerin 
an REV are mechanical (I CE) and electrical (from 
batteries). The addition of an electric motor in an 
HEV means thatthe size ofthe gasoline engine can 
be reduced. The gasoline engine in a hybridis made 
to within the specification of the average power 
requirements ofthe vehic1e, rather than the peak 
power, this is becausethe electricmotorcan provide 
full operation at low speeds and an acceleration 
assist when an extra boost of energy is required 
(highaccelerations orc1imbing steep inc1inations). 
Thecombinationofthesetwopowersourcesmeans 
thatthevehic1ehas therapidrefuellingcharacteristics 
of an ICE, and the energy saving capabilities of an 
EV. The onboard electronics on an REV can 
determine whetherthe gasoline engine, the electric 
motor, or even both are the most efficientmeans of 
use atany given time. In a parallel configuredHEV 
this operation is evident, where bOth the ICE and the 
electric motor can provide propulsion powerto the 
transmission. A series configured hybrid differs 
slightIyastheICEneverdirectIypowersthevehicle. 
REV s do not need to be plugged into an 
external source as all recharging is done whilstthe 
vehic1e is in operation. The electric motor acts as a 
generator through the process of regenerative 
braking in orderto recharge the batteries with the 
energywhich would oncehave beenlostthrough 
heat and frictional dissipation. Regenerative 
braking occurs whilst the vehic1e is slowing down 
or during idle conditions, such as attraffic lights or 
junctions. Through the combination ofboth the 
direct drive from the engine and the recaptured 
energy through regenerative braking the energy 
stored within the batteries will be a sufficientamount 
forthe vehicle to operate. 
Figure J: Gas and Petrol Previsions (Source: Exxon Mobil 
2004). 
4.MOTIV ATIONS 
The objective ofthis section is to discuss the 
key motivations behind the introduction and 
acceptance oflIEV s. A selection ofthemotivations 
to be discussed include; petrol dependency, 




is a fact that is often talked about and commonly 
over looked. It is an area which needs to be 
addressed soonerratherthan laterin orderto shape 
the future better in terms of moving away from our 
dependence ofthis fmite natural resource. 
In fact, there have even been predictions into 
the forecasts of when this resource will eventually 
runout.Hubberthasestablishedhimselfasafamous 
analyst due to his successful predictions during his 
career; one occurrence he rightly determined was 
thepeakinproductionofAmericanoilin 1978. He 
has proven that he has superior knowledge due to 
the successful outcomes ofhis theories. Hubbert 
has also predicted thatin20 19, global oil production 
will have fallen by 90% of current rates [1]. This 
could well be the situation we are heading for as all 
of Hubbert 's models and theories to date have 
been correct. 
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AIso, one of the biggest shifts over recent 
times has been the increase in the price of fuel. In 
fact, since 2001 crude oil prices have doubled [2]. 
With the risinguncertainty in the Middle East, it is 
becoming more of an issue to be less reliant on 
supplies from this oil stronghold. In contrastto this, 
the quick development ofboth Chinaand India has 
provoked an increasing demand for crude oí!. 
Itcan be seen thatinfigure 1 thatitís possible 
to compare the newly discovered oil (primarily in 
Saudi ArabiaandRussia) is strugglingto match the 
increase in demand, partícularlywithin thenextten 
years; where demand will far out way supply. Itis 
becoming imperative to move towards a more 
efficientmeansoftechnologywithin the automotive 
industry, in orderto keep all these dependences and 
costs discussed here to aminimum. 
4.1.2. Transportation Issues 
A way from the on -road effect of whích oíl 
has on vehic1es, there is the issue of the safe 
transportation of oíl from overseas. 
At3.15pmonthe 13th November 2002, the 
single-hulledoil tanker Prestige loaded with 77 ,000 
tonnes of residual heavy fuel oil, sent out an SOS 
message ata distance of28 miles fromFinisterre, 
Spain. Itwas then at 5 pm thatthe first litres of crude 
oil began to pollute the Atlantic Ocean [3]. 
Since this disaster little has changed in legal 
terms surroundingthis issue. The European Union 
has however forbidden the entry of single-hulled 
ships carrying heavyfuel into European ports. This 
type offuel represents only 5% of all the oil products 
which enter Europe. Even with these minor efforts 
in place, the Intemational Maritime Organisation 
(IMO) has already begun to criticise these timíd 
initiatives. 
European coastlines have never before seen 
the catastrophe which led to over 2000 kílometres 
of coastline being affected bythe oil slick. Hundreds 
upon thousands ofbirds were covered in oil, and 
even to this date oil is still reachingthe shores of our 
European coastlines. 
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In order to prevent such occurrences from 
happening again, it is crucial that the dependency 
and thus mass transportation of oil to be reduced. 
The Prestige disastermust serve as a constructive 
lesson in order to lead and change the direction of 
fuel dependenceand transportation. Thetechnology 
ofHEV s wilIlesson the dependency on fuel, and 
reduce the extent ofthis risk fromhappening again. 
It cannot be guaranteed that suchan occurrence wil1 
never happen again, despitethe reducedamounts of 
oil being shipped, howevertightercontrol methods 
will ensure that such events would be veryunlikely 




Driving habits have changed a tremendous 
amount overthe lastnumber ofyears. Accordingto 
anEU report, on average each European citizen 
travels thirty one kilometres every day by car [4]. 
This figure has grown substantialIy over the last 
numberofyears, from23.5 km/day between 1991 
and2001,and 16.6km/dayduring 1985and 1986 
[4]. According to the same report, the average 
number of occupants per vehicle is a lowly 1.3 
passenger.Intheearlyl970sthisfigurewasbetween 
2.0-2.1,fallingto 1.5-1.6duringtheearly 1990s. 
This decreaseovertimeisaresultofincreasing 
car ownership, extended use of cars for cornmuting 
and acontinued decline in the size ofhouseholds. 
The average speed for example in Baree/ona is a 
mere 13km1h. In such crowded conditions HEV s 
would workeffectivelywithin this environment. By 
taking advantage of electric only drive, and the 
recapture of energy throughregenerative braking, 
these necessary factors would deem the mass 
inclusion ofHEV s a successful venture. One quote 
regarding drivingtrends and particularlythe usage 
of vehic1es is «During 2,000 hours usage ola 
vehicle in Paris, the average time the vehicle is 
at a complete stop is 700 hours» [5]. 
4.2.2. Global Warming 
The growingeffectof global warmingis being 
made aH the more worse with CO2 emissions from 
vehic1es. In fact, C02is theprimary greenhouse gas 
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which increases global temperature. The emissions 
ofC02 from vehic1es are a huge concem, and there 
have been anumber ofresearch efforts which have 
gone on in orderto fully begin to understand the full 
extentoftheproblem [4], [6]. As anexample, the 
emissions ofC02 from vehicle transportrepresent 
48% ofthe overall amount ofC02 produced in the 
whole of Spain. These scary figures need to be 
controlled in orderto preserve the environmental 
safety ofSpain and the rest ofthe world. 
Increased global warming concems have 
coincided with the growing interest in HEV s, and 
the developmentofimproved batterytechnologies 
andintegrationenhancement. Deve1opmentsofthese 
sophisticated computer systems will offer greater 
efficiency benefits whilst providing a smooth 
coordination between the two propulsion systems. 
Advanced batteries such as nickel-metal hydride 
(NiMH) can now provide much higher energy 
densities and a longer cyc1e life. These features 
when used within a HEV can significantly reduce 
emissions ofC02• 
4.2.3. Emission Legislation 
Emissions legislation developments are 
becoming a motivational development for the 
technology ofHEV s [9]. Ithas become necessary 
to create a future regulatory plan to warrant a 
suitably clean world to live in. TheKyotoprotocol 
is one of the main agreements which have been 
agreed upon bythe maj ority ofthe countries in the 
world. Thepactrequires thatindustrialisedcountries 
mustreduce their greenhouse gas emissions to 8% 
ofthose levels during the 1990s, between the years 
2008 and 2012 [10]. 
There have been differing approaches in the 
EU, US and Japan for the regulation of emission 
laws. The greatestchange has beenregisteredin the 
diesel segment due to the major pollution 
comparisonswhich thishas withgasolineengines. In 
jigure2theincreaseinthelimitsofdieselmechanics 
from 2000 to 2012 in theEU, US andJapancanbe 
seen. 
The furtherdevelopment of strictstandards in 
the US musttake into accountthatthe diese1market 
shareon1yrepresents 1 to2% ofthetotalnumberof 
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Figure lb: NOx Emissions Limit Forecasts 
Figure 2: Emissions Limits Forecasts lor Diesel Engines in Europe (Source: Ricardo Consolatory 
vehic1es sold, with themajority beingimportedfrom 
Europeanmanufacturerssuchas Volkswagen[ll]. 
Europe has an established tradition behind 
diesel technology, and it is notpossible to follow 
exactly the same approach regarding emissions 
regulations as has been done in the USo In Europe, 
targets have been set to lower the limits of CO2 
emissions to 140 g!Km by2008, andreducethese 
still further to 120 g!Km by 2012. The current 
average levels ofC02 emissions stand at 162 g/km. 
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Clear1y it can be observed that emission 
legislation is becomingmore andmore focused on 
improvingtheenvironmental stateofthe automotive 
industry. Theadoptionofmoreincreasingly stringent 
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TABLEI 
REV BA TIERY PERFORlv!ANCES 
No.Of80% Estimated Large-
Max.Energy Max.Power scale Production Discharges Before Anode Material Cathode Material Battery Type Density (WhIkg) Density (W Ikg) Cost Replacement ~€ l!erkWh} 
Lead-Acid (Pb) 35 150 1,000 51 PbO, Pb 
Advanced Lead- 45 250 1,500 Acid (Pb) 161 PbO, Pb 
Nickel-cadmium 50 200 2,000 (NilCd) 250 Ni Cd 
Nickel-metal 70 200 2,000+ Hydride (NiMH) 205 Ni Metal Hydride 
Litbium-Ion 120-150 120-150 1,000+ 125 Carbon LiCoO, Intercalation 
Source: "The E/ectric Car: Deve/opment and future of battery, hybrid and fue/-ce" cars", by M. H. Westbróok, Report of the Institution of Electrica 
Engineers (lEE), 2001. 
laws will enable these targets to be met, andhelp to 
maintain the healthy state oftheplanet 
4.2.4.Health Effects 
There are a number of health complaints 
which can be caused bythe emissions from vehicles. 
Respiratory problems increase a person' s risk of 
cancer-related death, and can also contribute to 
birth defects ormake healthy active children 3 to 4 
times more likelyto suffer from asthma. These are 
justa selectionofproblemswhichcan stemfromthe 
pollutionfrom vehicles, particularlyCO 2 emissions. 
Even experts have forecasted a number of new 
diseases provoked by the high concentration of 
CO2 [7]. 
Another form of vehicle related effect is 
. acoustic pollution. Loss ofhearing, high blood 
pressure, sleep deprivation, productivity loss anda 
generalreductionin the quality oflife canall develop 
from the noise of traffic. The greatest and most 
conceming effects do stem from larger vehicles; 
including buses and trucks. There has beenresearch 
intotheinclusionofHEVbuses, primarilywithin the 
US, whichhas helped toreduce the problem caused 
fromconventional buses [8]. 
It can be se en that much sickness is caused 
from the vehicles that people drive. A number of 
governments worldwide have begun to realise that 
issues such as these need to be prevented. By 




In conclusion, itcan be seen thatthe continual 
rise in fuel prices during the nineties alongwith the 
tax advantage of dieseIs has had a sigrrificant effect 
on the sales of dieseI vehicles, especially in the EU. 
However, on the wider scale, it is becoming more 
evidentthat global warming and vehicle pollution 
are factors which need to be controlled better. 
These concems have to date provoked the 
introduction ofmore hardened emission legislative 
laws, especially fordiesel vehicles. In orderto have 
a lesser dependency on the increased price of fuel 
and to operate a more environmentally friendly 
vehicle the technology of HEVs would more 
than help to satis.fy these requirements. 
5. COMPONENTS 
5.1. Gasoline Engine 
The gasoline enginein aHEV is similartothat 
foundinaconventionalICE vehicle. Gasolineengines 
inHEV s areusuallymuch smallerthan ones found 
in comparableconventional vehicles. Largerengines 
areprimarily heavier, requiring extraenergy during 
accelerations orclimbinginclinations; pistons along 
withothercomponents are heavier in a larger engine, 
which decreasethe efficiency andadd to the overall 
weight ofthe vehicle. The gasoline engine is the 
primary source of power for the vehicle, and the 
electric motor is the secondary source of power. 
The ToyotaPrius for example can operate in stand 
aloneelectricmodeatlow speeds(usuallyupto 15 
mph), and can offer assistance during heavy 
acceleration or when a power boost is required. 
--
Honda 's REV s do nothave an electric-only 
mode unlike the ToyotaPrius, though during stop s 
atjunctionsandatlightstheICEautomaticallyshuts 
off, and only starts again the acceleratoris pressed. 
The Honda Civic incorporates Integrated Motor 
Assist (IMA), which couples both the gasoline 
engine and the e1ectric motor, to offer boosts in both 
performance and fuel economy ofthe vehic1e. 
Studies have gone on in the development of 
ICEs for REV sto further optimise the performance 
ofthem; one such study has developedan optimised 
compressednatural gas (CNG) engine for ahybrid 
urban bus [12]. Both gasoline and diesel engines do 
haveanumberofadvantagesoverothercompetitors 
and altemative technologies. One key issue is that 
liquidfuelshaveextremely high energy densitiesand 
canachievealongdrivingrangeforarelativelysmall 
storage tank. Another factor is thatthere are fulIy 
established and functional infrastructures forthese 
fuel types; it would cost billions of euros to make 
changes to the current infrastructure in order to 
introduce new technology types and altemative 
fuels. These few advantagesalonemake itadaunting 
taskforany alternative technology suchas fuel-cells 
to be considered for the short and medium-term 
solution to amore efficientand emissions free future 
fortransport. 
5.2.Electric Motors 
The electric motoris primarilyused to drive 
HEV s at low speeds, andassistthe gasoline engine 
when additional power is required. The electric 
motor can even act as a generator and convert 
energy from the engine or through regenerative 
braking into electricity, which is then stored in the 
battery. This functionality works as the electric 
motor applies a resistive force to the drivetrain 
which causes the whee1s to slow down. The energy 
from thewheels then begin to turn theelectric motor, 




In a series configuredHEV (discussed later) 
onlythe electric motoris connected to the wheels. 
A series HEV has a separate generator which is 
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coupled with the gasoline engine. The engine/ 
generator set supplies the electricityrequired bythe 
batteries, in tum feeding the electric motor. The 
coupled generator and engine maintain the efficient 
usage ofthe battery system during operation. 
5.4. Energy Storage 
5.4.1.Battery Technologies 
The batteries areanintegraI componentwithin 
REV s. Electrical energy can be drawn from the 
batteries to the electric motor; also this process can 
operate in reverse by recapturing energy through 
regenerative braking. The only time there is a 
large requirement for electrical energy is during 
electric only mode, the majority ofthe time the 
electricalloads are easilymanaged within thewhole 
vehicular system. Dueto the high costincrementof 
the battery for energy storage, it is far more cost 
effective to use the engine as the primary power 
source forthe vehic1e at higher loads, ratherthan 
increasingthe amountof energy storage. Continued 
efforts must concentrate on improvingthe existing 
battery technologies in order to make them more 
efficient, ratherthan just increasingtheirsizes to gain 
a greater output. By improving the current battery 
technologies which exist, the costs ofHEV s will be 
keptto aminirnum, preventingthemfrom beingtoo 
high forpotential customers to considero 
Table 1 displaysthepropertiesasregarding 
the key batterytechnologies for hybridapplications, 
[13].Thefollowingsectionwilldiscussthevarieties 
ofbattery chemistries available; comparing and 
contrasting between the appropriate types, to 
determine the most suitab le technology for HEV 
use. 
a) Lead-Acid (Pb) 
Lead-acid (Pb) batteries were invented by 
Gastan Planté in 1859 [13]. Gustavo Trouvéfrrst 
used them in a vehic1e in France in 1881 by 
demonstratingtheiruseina tricyc1e which travelled 
at 7 mph. Lead-acidis still the mostcornmonIyused 
electrical storage technology for electric traction 
applications today. One of the main factors in 
choosingLead-acidis the lowestcostingtechnology 
compared to that of other battery chemistrytypes. 
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However, duetotheir lowpowerdensitiescompared 
tootherslightlyhigherdensitiesofferedbyaltemative 
batterytypes,problemsoccurwhenthereisahigh 
powerrequirementfortheir designo In orderto meet 
suchhigh power demands larger batterypacks can 
be constructed, which is not the optimal choice due 
to the inefficiencies caused bythe increased weight 
and cost of such a development. Lead-acid 
techno10gies are not best suited to cold weather 
conditions because the battery is severely affected 
under low ambienttemperatures of anything below 
10°C. By exposing this technology to such low 
temperatures it can have damaging effects by 
reducing both the effective energy and power 
densities ofthe battery. A way in which to enable 
this technology to work under such conditions 
would beto have battery heating device in operation. 
A heating device would be able to maintain the 
temperature ofthe battery and allow itto operate in 
thisstate. 
Due to their costs, they are currentlythe most 
sensible option to use in low power start/stop 
systems, which do not require the need to store a 
vast amount of energy. A simple idle-off system 
wouldbeanidealapplication forthistechnology. If 
the requirement however is to achieve a significant 
amount of electric motor assist and regenerative 
brakingthenanotherbatterytechnologyarecurrently 
more viable. 
b) Advanced Lead-Acid (Pb) 
In order to overcome sorne ofthe pitfalls of 
the conventionallead-acid batterytype developers 
have engagedinnewtechniques in orderto produce 
advanced lead-acidbatteries. Sorne ofthe methods 
used include improved computer analysis and 
enhancementstomodellingofthe urrentdistribution 
in the batteries. 
The authors are members ofthe Technology 
& Information Group (TIG); a research group 
basedatthe UniversityofW ruwickhas beeninvolved 
inanumberofprojectsengagedinimprovingcurrent 
lead-acidtechnologies. Oneprojectthey have been 
involved with was RHOLAB (Reliable Highly 
Optimised Lead A cid Battery) [14]. The aims of 
the project were to develop a traction battery 
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suitable for use in an HEV such as the Honda 
Insight. Instead of developing a new type ofbattery 
technology, RHOLABtookthe existing lead-acid 
batterytechnology anddeveloped it, so thatitcould 
beusedinnewapplicationsinvehiclesofthefuture. 
TIG 's key contributions were with the application 
of built-in intelligence, module design, case 
development and the fabrication of a battery 
management system (BMS). Building on from the 
findings and experience gained duringtheRHOLAB 
project the ISOLAB (Installation and Safety 
Optimised Lead Acid Battery 42V) project 
followedinitsfootsteps. TheISOLABprojectaim 
is to develop a battery capable of meeting the 
electricalpowerdemandsoffuturevehicle, whichis 
also able to support alternative installation and 
packaging strategies [15]. 
Research efforts in Lead-acid technologies 
have helped to improve the grid structure of current 
configurations. Batteryweights have decreasedon 
the whole, which has resulted in lower internal 
resistance which can achieve a better retention of 
the active plate material. A specific example in the 
development of advanced lead-acidbatteries is 
the Valve-regulated Lead-acidbattery (VRLA). 
The VRLA battery is the result of a collaborative 
effort between lead producers, batterymanufacturers 
and component suppliers forrned in 1992; whom 
joined forces as theAdvancedLead-Acid Battery 
Consortium (ALABC) [16]. 
The key aspiration of the ALABC was to 
improve the specific energy of these batteries, 
improvingtheirrangepercharge. Regardless ofthe 
additional improvements, VRLA batteries stillhave 
arelatively lowpower, density andcycle life. Lead-
acid still has the potential ofbeing a significant 
battery technology, and there has been research 
intothepossiblefuturedevelopmentsofthechernistry 
[17]. 
c) Nickel-Cadrnium (Ni/Cd) 
Nickel cadrniurn (Ni/Cd) batteries were first 
developed in the early 20th century. They are 
constructed in a cell configuration with a sintered 
positive nickel electrode and a plastic-bonded 
cadrniumnegativeelectrode. This batterytechnology 
has an energy density of approximately 50 Wh/kg 
---
and a relatively high power density of200 W /kg. 
This technology has sparked interestin thepastwith 
EV developers due to its capability to accept high 
charge and discharge rates. Qne problem NilCd 
has is that such charge capabilities requiretheuse of 
a carefully control management system to control 
the battery' s temperature, voltage and time of charge 
and this adds to the cost and weight of a vehic1e 
designo Ni!Cd batteries sufferproblems when they 
are not discharged orrecharged fully, as theytend 
to remember state-of-charge (SQC) extremes, 
meaning they behave as though they have les s 
capacity. 
Due to the increased toxicity of nickel-
cadmium over lead-acid the technology is poor in 
terrns ofits recyelability. Cadmium products need 
to be elear1y labelled in order to aware people that 
theyneed to be recyeled or disposed ofproper1y. If 
this task is not easily achievable then this must be 
carried out by a professional. This along with a 
number of otherproblems has inhibited the use of 
this battery type and has made other battery types 
amoreviablemeans for REVapplications. 
d) Nickel-metaIHybrid(NiMH) 
Nickel-metal hydride (NiMH) has become 
the long-terrnreplacementfornickel-cadmium (Ni! 
Cd) batteries, and has appeared in a selection of 
EVs that have recentIy been developed. NiMH 
batteries maximum energy density of70 Whlkg is 
20 Whlkg greaterthan that offered by Ni!Cd types; 
this is a valuable asset as the battery can be ofless 
weightandstillachievetheperfonnancerequirements 
ofthe vehic1e. NiMH can cope with over 2,000 
80% discharges before needing to be replaced 
whereas Ni/Cd needs to be replaced afier a 
maximum of2,000 cyc1es. The other advantage 
NiMHhas over Ni/Cd is the fact it is no cheaper 
perunit cost (f per kWh), this withoutthe toxicity 
problems ofNi/Cd [18]. NiMH batteries have a 
greaterpower and energy densitythan that oflead-
acid types. They have been under development 
since the 1970s. The energy density ofNiMH is 
roughlytwice that oflead-acid batteries, 70 Whlkg 
for NiMH compared to 45 Whlkg for lead-acid 
[13]. AnotheradvantageisthatNiMHbatteriescan 
be fullyrecharged within about 15 minutes. 
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NiMHbatteries are perfectly suited to high-power 
hybrids, and have been the battery choice for REV 
models released to date, of which ineludes the 
ToyotaPrius,Honda Civic and theHondalnsight. 
The key reasons why NiMH technologies have 
been used in the development ofHEV s ratherthan 
lead-acidis they can offer higherenergy and power 
densities, reduced size mass, longer cyele life and 
lower cost of ownership. All ofwhich is illustrated 
in Table 1. 
e) Lithium-Ion 
Lithium-ion batteries have an even higher 
energy densitythan that ofNiMHbatteries. NiMH 
batteries can offer a respectable 70 Whlkg, whilst 
lithium-ioncan offerrough1ytwo times thatamount 
ranging between 120-150 Whlkg. Lithium-ionhas 
areasonably lowmaintenance, offeringan advantage 
thatmost other battery chemistries cannot. There is 
no memory or scheduled cyc1ing requirements in 
orderto pro long the overall1ife ofthe battery. 
Despitethe obvious advantages oflithium-
ion technology, a number of current drawbacks 
prevent the technology replacing other current 
chemistries. Lithium-Ion is a fragiletechnology, 
whichrequiresaprotection circuitin ordertomaintain 
the safe operation of the technology type. The 
inelusion ofa protection circuitdoes howeverensure 
thevoltageandcurrentlimitsrernainwithintheirsafe 
limits. Lithium-Ion batteries become susceptibleto 
aging especiallywhennot in use, and are 40 percent 
moreexpensivetomanufacturethanNi!Cd.Lithium-
Ion is currentlynot a fully matured technology and 
the chemistryis changing onacontinual basis. Itstill 
requireshuge developments in cyele life, durability, 
and cost, before the chemistry could become 
cornmerciallyviable and be inc1uded in REV s. 
Thedevelopmentoflithium-ion systernshave 
already occurred in research attempts ineluding 
[19]and[20].Lithium-Iontechnologiesarecurrently 
used in anumber of applications ineluding laptops; 
cyele life of the chemistry type is expected to 
improvewithin thenearfuture. Looking atthewider 
scale, lithium-ion maynot be the breakthrough the 
automotiveindustryislookingfor, whichisessentia1ly 
crucial in order to be able to reduce the cost of 
energystorage inREV s . 
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5.4.2. Future Energy Storage 
There are a number of demands for a REV 
energy storage system, anumber ofwhich inc1ude: 
high specific energy and powerto be able achieve 
range and performance requirements, long cyc1e 
and calendar life (comparable to that ofthe overall 
life ofthevehic1e), quickrecharge capabilities, high 
efficiency, and low cost and maintenance free. 
Technologies to date which have been deemed 
suitable forthis application are lead-acid batteries, 
nickel-cadrnium batteries, nickel-metal hydride 
batteries (covered in the previous sections), 
supercapacitors, flywheels, andhydrogen storage 
in nanofibres andnanotubes. HEV s energystorage 
technologies can be split up into three main areas: 
electrochemical buffers, electrical buffers and 
hydrogen storage. Accordingtoresearch, the current 
electrochemical battery options are being 
implemented and are universally accepted [21]. 
The batterytechnologies currently leadingthe field 
have already been discussed. Further storage 
devicesotboth electrical bufferandhydrogenstorage 
types will therefore be discussed in this section. 
The supercapacitor or ultracapacitor 
( electrical buffer) is a storage technology which 
stores a charge within a cell arrangement. 
Supercapacitors are more cornrnonly known as 
Electric Double Layer Capacitors (EDLCs). 
Energy is stored within a boundary layer that is 
formed between the interfaces of a conductive 
e1ectrode and an electrolyte solution. The interface 
ofthee1ectrode/electrolytehasaverysmalldielectric 
thickness (a few Angstroms) and combined with a 
material ofhigh surface area can produce a low-
voltage, high-capacitive, energy storage capacitor. 
Supercapacitors have a low resistance and 
can therefore offer greaterpower and efficiency 
compared to that of pulse batteries. They can be 
producedinlargecells, whichmakethemasuitable 
technology for automotive applications. 
Supercapacitors have traditionally been created 
with carbon electrodes which when treated can 
offer a particular1y large surface area ofup to 2,000 
square metres per gramo These electrodes are 
typically combined with dilute sulphuric acid 
e1ectrolytes. The benefits ofusing an aqueous acid 
suchasdilutesulphuricacidarethattheyofferhigh 
capacitance and power density. A salt solution 
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however, can be used instead ifthere is a higher 
preference for a greater energy densitythan power 
density. Withina supercapacitorcell the electrolyte 
is in intimate contact with the electrode ofhigh 
surfacearea. Thevoltageofthecellislirnitedtojust 
over one volt in order to avoid any chance of 
decomposition ofthe water in the dilute e1ectrolyte 
to oxygen andhydrogen. 
The sole use of supercapacitors forthepower 
requirementsofanelectricvehic1eofanyformseem 
to be a number of years away; due mainly to the 
considerable development requirements of the 
technology. Supercapacitors wouldhowever be a 
more than viable means to operate in combination 
with existing batteries due to their high power 
densities. Supercapacitors can now offer power 
densitiesupt04kWlkg, whichis 16tirnesthatofthe 
c10sest battery power density of 250W Ikg for 
advancedlead-acid types. The combination ofthe 
two would work well together as batteries tend to 
have high specific powers but a much lowerpower 
density. These benefits alongwith the factthey are 
relatively inexpensive, can be recharged easily 
( extemally or through regenerative braking) and 
that they require no maintenance because their 
deteriorationovertirne is far less than thatofexisting 
battery technologies; making them a serious 
consideration when developing such vehic1es. 
The jlywheel energy storage system is a 
mechanical device which can be regarded as another 
electrical buffer, which storeskinetic energywithin 
a rapidly rotating wheel rotor. They contain no 
hazardous chemicals, and are not affected by high 
rises in temperatures, unlike sorne batterytechnology 
types. FIywheels are a technology which has been 
around for anumber ofyears, butwith performance 
capability deve1opments, have recently beenable to 
compete with electrical battery storage systems. 
Current1yprototype flywheels are considered too 
large andheavyforsmallHEV s, althoughefforts are 
current1y being made into being able to produce 
new lightweight,highstrengthmaterialsfortlywheels. 
However, due to the level of complexity, and the 
costs in producing an efficient unit may exc1ude 
thereuse inhybrid vehic1es altogether. 
Rydrogen storage technologies are the other 
keyareainfuture storageoptions.Primary Hydrides 
(the Millennium cel!) are based on the reaction 
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between aqueous aIkaline sodiurn borohydride and 
highsurface areametal catalyst. Thereaction within 
this cell is easily controlled as hydrogen is only 
produced both the catalystandreaction solutionare 
in contact. Current limitations arethatrawmaterial 
costs are quite high, howeverplans are currently 
being put into place to recycle the sodium 
borohydridetomake the process cheaper. Although 
the cost of the materials for this technology is 
considered high, the principal concem is over both 
thecontrolandsafetyofsuchasolution. To beable 
to be considered a practica! solution for REVs, 
improvements must be made in thepossible effects 
caused by the rise in temperatures, in order to 
preventrunawayreactions. 
Carbon Nanotubes/Fibres research has been 
active in a number ofinstitutions inc1uding: DERA, 
Loughborough Un ivers ity, North-eastern 
University (USA) and Mannesmann (Germany). 
This technology is still on1y in the research stages, 
but so have the potentia1 for very high storage 
densities. Carbonnanotubes do have alowerenergy 
than that of nanofibres. The reaction between 
hydrogenand ethane/carbonmonoxideovera fine1y 
divided cata1yst bed produces carbonnanofibres. It 
is during the reaction that hydrogen is absorbed 
onto the catalyst. The exact carbon nanofibre 
structure is re1iant upon the reactant gas and 
temperature ofthecata1yst. Throughexposingcarbon 
nanofibres to hydrogen at high pressures in the 
region of 120 bar, the absorption of hydrogen 
occurs. 
By 100king at the possibi1ities forthe short to long 
term solutionforenergystorage systerns in vehic1es, 
it can be seen that there are manypossib1e routes in 
which tomovenext. Currentelectrochemica1 battery 
options seem to be the optirnurn choice for current 
vehic1es, but with improvements in the other 
technologytypes discussed, there seems as though 
therewill be a shiftin the approach to energystorage 
inthefuture. 
6. HOW HYBRIDS WORK 
6.1 Operating Features 
6.1.1.Regenerative Braking 
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Regenerative braking is an advanced feature 
inan REV which allows the electric motorto act as 
a generator in orderto recapture energythatwould 
once have been 10st through heat dissipation and 
frictional10sses. 
a) Physica1Brief 
As any body, an REV follows the rules of 
physics; equation 1 : 
F =m a (1) 
WhereFis the force being app1ied, m is the 
mass (the vehicle mass in this case), and a is the 
acceleration ofthevehicle. In simplified terrns, the 
faster you want an object to acce1erate, the more 
forceyouhavetoapplytoit. These basicprincipals 
relate straight backto the configuration of anREV. 
Concentrating on the e1ectric motor first, 
energyfrom the batteryis applied tothecoil windings 
within the electric motor. A magnetic force is then 
produced on the rotor ofthe motor, causing the 
production of torque on the output shaft. The 
generated torque is app1ied to the whee1s of the 
vehic1evia the coup1ed gears and shafts. The wheels 
then rotate; app1ying a force to the ground in the 
process. This force is due to the friction between 
both the wheells and the ground, enab1ing the 
vehic1e to move a10ng the surface. 
b) Regenerative Braking Concept 
Thematteroffrictionallossnoton1yneedsto 
be considered for conventional vehic1es, but for 
REV s as well. In conventional vehic1es torque is 
generated in orderto move the whee1s to drive the 
vehic1e on the road. During driving operations, 
friction is generated and los ses occur. Through 
app1yingthe brakes, the specially designedmaterial 
in the brake pads, is able to handle the heat increases 
through friction applied to the drums and rotors 
preventingthewhee1 from turning. A conventiona1 
vehic1e has frictionallosses in order to move the 
vehic1e, and uses friction in orderto stop thevehic1e. 
So the situationcan be regard as alose/lose situation. 
When considering the frictional10sses within a 
REV, there are frictionallosses all throughout the 
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system. There is resistance between the electrons of 
the atoms moving in the wires between the e1ectric 
motor and the battery, and through the electric 
motoritself. Producedmagnetic fields incurfriction 
in the metallaminations making up the magnetic 
circuitwith the electric motor. There is mechanical 
frictionbetweeneverymechanicalmovingpartof 
the system, inc1udinggears, chains and bearings. As 
mentioned previouslythe by-productoffriction is 
heat, and the higherthe frictional force the greater 
the resultant heat. The consequence ofthe sum of 
the frictionallosses, determines the overall efficiency 
ofthe vehicle. 
The efficiency oflIEV s is greaterthan that of 
conventional vehicles in the respectthat REV s can 
rec1aim energy which would once have been lost 
through regenerative braking. The inertia ofthe 
vehic1e is the fundamental factor in being able to 
reclaim the energy backintothe batteries. Instead of 
using the full potential ofthe brakes ofthe vehicle, 
REV s allowthe linkages back to the electric motor 
such as the drive shafts, and gears transfer the 
torque from the wheels back to the electric motor 
shaft. Electric motors can transfer electrical energy 
into mechanical energy and backagain, and in both 
case can be achieved very efficiently. The wayin 
whichelectricityisreproducedisthrough themagnets 
on the shaft ofthe motor moving past the e1ectric 
coils ofthe statorin themotor, passingthemagnetic 
fields ofthe magnets through the coils. Electrical 
energy is then fed back into the battery, in tum 
charging up the hybrid batterypack. 
There are two forms of regenerative braking 
which are parallel regen and series regen; this is 
not re1ated to parallel and series configuredREV s 
(explained later). The forms are dependant on how 
manywheels are beingused to reclaim the energy. 
The most cornmon approach in vehicles is that the 
frontwheels arethe onlywheelsreclaiming energy. 
Energy is stilllost in this case through the back 
whee1s as before through minor heat dissipation, 
unless they are somehow connected back to the 
electric motor. The other key determinant factor is 
the battery state-of-charge (SOC) and how hard 
the energy is being driven back into the battery. 
Overall, the regenerative brakingprocess is highly 
advantageous as it eliminates the need for a large, 
on-boardelectrical generating system, liketheones 
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which have appeared on most parallel hybrid 
gasoline-electricdrivetrains. 
6.1.2 Planetary Gear Set 
The Battery Management System (BMS) 
can be regarded as the brains of a hybrid system, 
but it is the planetary gear set which manages the 
physical interaction between the engine, electric 
motor andadditional generator. Theplanetary gear 
set is a feature which appears only in parallel 
configuredHEV s; itis notpractical foruse in a series 
configurationduetothe coupling ofthe ICE andthe 
e1ectric motor/s in theparallel configuredHEV. The 
planetary gear searnlessly hamesses and transmits 
power from the electric motor (high-speed), thus 
enabling a more compact and powerful motor. This 
results inamuch longer life, fewerfrictionallosses 
andquieterdriving. 
6.1.3. Continuously Variable 
Transmission (CVT) 
The Continuously Variable Transmission 
(CVT)furtherenhancestheperformanceofaparallel 
configuredHEV. A CVT offers the samepotentials 
as a parallel HEV, offeringincreased fuel economy 
and minimising emissions in the process. The 
combination ofthe two is therefore a sensible and 
advantageousoption toemploy. Unlikeconventional 
vehic1es which have a fixed gear ratio typically 
offering 4 to 6 gear options, the CVT in an HEV 
allows for an infinite number oftransmission gear 
ratios within the limits of the device. This is 
advantageous as itmaximises the efficiency ofthe 
powertrain whilstallowingthe driverto have amuch 
smoother ride, thanks primarily to jolt-free 
acceleration. Themainreasons behindmovingfrom 
manual to CVT is so that the engine will always 
operateatits optimumregime and throttle-positions, 
whilst adapting to the varying road conditions and 
power demands. Currently, conventional vehicles 
donotmake use ofCVT, one reason forthis is that 
its belt -driven orientation limits itapplication with 
vehic1es of engine sizes over 1.2 litres; making a 
number of conventional vehicles incompatiblewith 
this transmission type. Otherdisadvantages inc1ude 
its large size and weight. Rowever, developments 
are aiming to decrease these effects andmake the 
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CVT a more viable means oftransmission for all 
vehicle types in the future. 
6.1.4.Integrated Motor Assist (IMA) 
Thelntegrated Motor Assist (IMA) system 
owes much of its remarkable performance to the 
application ofnumerous technologies developed 
overthe last fourdecades. Honda forexamplehave 
used their knowledge in lean-bum combustion, 
low-emissions, variablevalvetiming,highefficiency 
motors, regenerative braking and nickel-metal 
hydride batteryto their advantage in developingthe 
IMA system fortheir Insightmodel. Their aim was 
to make the world's most fuel-efficient gasoline 
powered automobile. Honda optimised the 
performance of each ofthetechnologies within their 
knowledge base to create an efficient, lightweight 
andcompacthybrid drive system. The advantage of 
the energy generated during the braking cycle is 
recovered for storage in the batteries. 
The IMA in the Honda Insight boats an 
impressive 24 percent improvement in efficiency, 
which also combines with the fact that the Insight 
also meets Califomia's stringent Ultra-Low 
Emissions Vehicle (ULEV) standard. Another 
advantage ofthe IMA system is it' s capabilities for 
long-range driving. Thelnsightcan travel inexcess 
of600miles; all on a singletankof gasoline (1 0.6 
gallon) [22]. 
6.2. Battery Management System (BMS) 
Theprimary goal oftheBattery Management 
System (BMS) is to increase the celllife of the 
batteries in aHEV. More cornmonlyreferred to as 
the Electronic Control Unit (BCU), it manages 
® 
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Figure 3: Series Configured HEV 
such a system is that it is easy for customers to use, 
andrequires no changes in lifestyle either. 
The key part of the IMA system is the 
intelligent power unit (IPU) , which controls the 
flow of electricity to and from the motor, and 
control s the storage ofthe electrical energy in the 
batterypack. During deceleration and braking, the 
electric motor acts as a generator, in order to 
recharge the batterypack. More than 95 percent of 
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thepower flow between the generator, battery and 
the electric motor. By keeping a constant monitor 
overvarious driving conditions, the BMS allows the 
transmission to gain optimal power and fuel 
consumption from the powertrain. The BMS 
manages the interaction between the battery and 
electricmotor, optimisingthe movements between 
both in the process [23]. 
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7.CONFIGURATIONS 
7.1. Series REV 
In a series configuration REV the engine 
never direct1y powers the vehic1e. The concept of 
the engine is to initiaIly charge alarge batterypack, 
which in turn wiIl powerthe electric motor in order 
to providepowerto drivethewheels with orwithout 
the transmission. Observingthe components ofthe 
series configured REV the list featured in figure 3 
are as follows: component 1 is the fuel tank, 2 is the 
ICE, 3 the generator( optional ina paraIlel configured 
REV), 4 the battery, 5 the electric motor (can also 
operate as a generatorwhen none is present) and 6 
thetransmission. 
Thereareanumberofdisadvantageshowever, 
associated with the series configuration. The series 
configurationrequires analtemator-rectifier, which 
is not needed in a parallel configuration. The 
altemator -rectifierconverts the AC electrical power 
into a form which is suitable foruse in the electric 
motor. The total system efficiency is reduced dueto 
the conversion ofmechanical to electrical power 
and back to be stored when converted in order to 
drivethe wheels. Therehave beenalotof simulation 
efforts gone on with series configured REV s in 
order to fully optimise this configuration of the 
drivetrain [24]. Improvementswiththisconfiguration 
make it a viable configuration to be considered for 
futureHEV models. 
TABLEII 
DRIVING RANGES FOR A SELECTION OF CURRENT HEVs 
M odel M ax. Range (km) Max. Range (km) ( C ity) ( M oto rw ay) 
Honda Insight 1,0 3 3 1,15 O (Manual) 
Honda Insight 960 950 (CVT) 
Honda Civic 970 1,0 7 5 (Manual) 
Honda Civic (CVT) 1,0 3 3 1,15 O 
Toyota Prius 990 856 
Source: "Technology Snapshot", by Thomas J. Gross, An introduction 
by the U.S. Department of Energy to commercially available vehicle 
technology, United States Department of Energy, Energy Efficiency 
a n d Re n e w a b le E n e rg y. 
The electronic controls monitorthe electric 
motor to ensure the accelerating up to passing 
speeds is both quick and smooth. As previously 
discussed, the operation of regenerative braking 
is shown by the light grey arrows in figure 3. The 
direction of driven force is also shownas the darker 
selection of arrows. An advantage of a series 
configuredREVisthatitispossibletoruntheICE 
at a constant speed whilst still being ableto share its 




7.2. Parallel HEV 
TheengineinaparaIlelconfigurationconnects 
straight to the transmission as does the electric 
motor. Likethe series configuredREV ithas asmaIl 
ICE that works in parallel with an electric motor. 
Duringlessintensivepowercyc1estheparallelhybrid 
can utilise the engine in chargingthe batterypack, 
such as when cruising at freeway speeds. Parallel 
configured REV s have the ability to turn off the 
engineandrun purely offthe electric motorfor short 
urbandriving. Thus, behavingasafullyfunctional 
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EV, and becoming virtually emissions free during 
these periods. This can not be achieved with the 
series configuration as thereis onlyadirectlinkfrom 
the 1 CE to the transmission via the electric motor. 
The range of a parallel configuredHEV is over 640 
km, whichis the limitedforaseries configuredHEY. 
From table II itcan be seen thatthe drivingrange has 
been well in excess of this figure in the first three 
G) ® 0 
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rnechanical energythe system is farmore efficient 
than the series BEV, which requires two. 
The one big disadvantage with a parallel 
configuredHEV however, is thatthe ICE can only 
be mounted in a fewverywell defined positions in 
ordertoenablethedriveto be mechanicallycoupled 
with the powertrain. This also affects other ICE 
• • <~ ® 
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Figure 4: Parallel Configured HEV 
HEV models on the rnarket; satisfyingthe majority 
of all joumeys. Figure 4 has the same list of 
components as the series configuration, with the 
addition of the ICE being able to operate the 
transmissiondirectly. 
The mechanical output from the ICE in a 
parallel configured REV can be controlled by a 
continuously variable transmission (CVT) with a 
c1utchanda three-way gearbox; anumberofstudies 
ofwhichhave lookedinto optimisinganddeveloping 
this process [25]. The three-way gearbox operates 
in such a way that it is capable of transrnitting 
mechanical powerin eitherdirection in orderforthe 
disengagement ofthe c1utch between the CVT and 
the gearbox to allow forfullyregenerated powerto 
be directly storedin the battery bypassing through 
the electric motor/ generator. 
There are a few advantages a parallel 
configured system has over a series configuration. 
Firstly, unless the batteryis low of chargethe engine 
noise is keptto abare minimum because the engine 
is only operating when the vehic1e is moving. As 
there is only one conversion between electrical and 
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vehic1es, but it is far less restrictive than forparallel 
REV s. AIso, since the engine speed varies more 
withina parallel configuration the emissions will be 
slightly higherthan whatyou wouldhave ina series 
configuredarrangement. 
7.3. Start/Stop Hybrids 
A Start/Stop hybrid can not be considered 
as a truehybrid vehic1e, since the electricity from the 
batterypacks is notused to propel the vehic1e. It is 
a useful transitional technology type which has 
helped to boostenergy-saving building blocks for 
hybrid vehic1es whichhave followed on from this. 
Start/Stop hybrids conserve energy by shutting off 
the ICE during rest periods. The ICE will then 
restartwhen the driverpushes the pedal again to go 
forward. 
Duringthe initial drivingphase the ICE only 
starts when the vehic1es has begun to move from a 
rested state. Whilst the vehic1e is pulling out the 
electric rnotor/generatoruses electricity from the 
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batteryto instantlystartthe ICE. The ICE is theonly 
power source ofthe vehicJe . 
During the brakingphase ofthe vehicJe, the 
s fartlstop vehicle uses a combination of both 
regenerative and conventionalfricrion braking 
in orderto slow the vehicJe. These features are also 
offered by fu 11 hybrids, which is why sorne would 
consider the starr/stop option to be an HEY. 
7.4. Surnrnary 
TheshiftfrorntraditionalICEvehicIestowards 
the future prospect offuel-cell vehicles is illustrated 
in figure 5. 1 t is important to understand that the 
majority ofthevehicles have already been a success 
in the worId market, and the shift in propulsion 
sources each time, have made the vehicles more 
efficientand environmentally fiiendly. Tt is important 
to maintain this shift within the automotive industry, 
andinspireotherindustriestofollowinthesameline 
to provide a cJeaner future for the planet. 
8. HEV MODELS 
8.1. Honda Insight 
TheHondalnsightwas the first HEYto be 
sold in the US; released in December 1999. The 
Honda lnsight is a parallel hybrid which combines 
an advanced powertrain with light -weight materials, 
helping itto beaerodynarnic and ultra-Iow emissions. 
Thecoreofthe Hondalnsight system isHonda 's 
/ntegrated Motor Assisf(IMA TM), whichcombines 
a l .O-litre, 3-cylinder engine and an ultra-thin 
pennanentmagnetelectric motor in orderto achieve 
efficiency. The Honda/nsight can achieve68 mpg 
inthecityand61 mpgon themotorway [26]. Other 
reports regard these figures as questionable as other 
suggestions state the vehicJe can only achieved 47 
mpg [27] . lt is important to compare the differences 
in the fuel economy estimates between various 
sources, as thi s is one ofthe key sellingpoints for 
HEY s. With such differences in estimated values, it 
puts into question whether the measuring process is 
legitimate or not. This needs to be considered in 
order for HEY sto gain a strongermarket share than 
they already possess . 
TheHondalnsightsold nearly 5,000 models 
within its first year. These sales are the second 
lowest figures among the 14 models of Honda, 
which are curren ti y available in the US, which is 
expected due to the overall market share REY s 
currently have in the market in general. Honda 's 
best selling car being the Accord (38,000 sales in 
March2000). Thedrivingconditionsofthe/nsight 
are very similarto any comparable conventional 
car, but you must remain in gear whilst slowing 
down in order to recover energy. The brake pads 
Internal Combuslion Engine 
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CURRENT AND FUTURE HEVs 
Model Release I Expected Engine Electric Motor Net Vebicle Type Manufacturer Release Date Horsepower Horsepower Horsepower 
Compact I Sedan Honda Insight 2000 65 hp 13 hp 71 hp 
Toyota Prius 2000 76hp 67hp llOhp 
Honda Civic 2003 85 hp 13 hp 93 hp 
Honda Accord 2005 240hp 16hp 255 hp 
Lexus GS450h 2006 
Ford Futura 2006 
Nissan Altima 2007 
Chevrolet Malibu 2007 
SUVs I Minivans Ford Escape 2004 133 hp 94hp 155 hp 
Lexus RX400h 2005 211 hp 167 and 68 hp 268 hp 
Toyota Highlander 2005 270hp 
Mercury Mariner 2005 155 hp 
Saturn VUE 2006 
Chevrolet Tahoe 2007 
Dodge Durango 2007 
GMC Yukon 2007 
Toyota Sienna Minivan 2007 
Audi Q7 2008 350hp 44hp 
Porsche Cayenne 2008 
BMW X3 
Source: Hybrid Electric Vehicles - A General Review, John E W Poxon 2005. 
will last longer than those of a comparable 
conventional vehic1e; due primarilyto the onboard 
regenerative braking. 
The Insight has an 8 year warranty on the 
majorityofthepowertrain,anda3yearwarrantyon 
the rest ofthe caro Both the motors and the batleries 
ofthe Insightrequireno maintenance overthe en tire 
life ofthevehicle. The currentprice ofwhich youcan 
purchase a Honda Insight is $19,085 (15,705 €). 
The Honda Insight is not currently available in 
Europe, it is only currently selling in the US and 
Japan. 
8.2. Honda Civic 
TheHonda Civic Hybridwas frrstreleased 
in the US in March 2002. TheHondalnsightwas 
the firstvehic1e to introduce Honda 's Integrated 
Motor Assist (IMA TM) system. The IMA system is 
themotorgeneratorsystemwhichpowersthevehicle. 
Honda used the lessons learnt in HEV control and 
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strategyfrom thelnsight, andimproved them for 
their Civic model. The Honda Civic, a parallel 
REV incorporates the second generation ofIMA. 
The new IMA system combines a 1.3-litre, 4-
cylinder i-DSI (intelligent Dual and Sequential 
Ignition) gasolineenginewitha 1 OkW ultra-thin 
permanentmagnet electric motor. 
During 2003 the Honda Cívic Hybrid set 
consecutive records during March, April and May, 
andsalesduring2003wereupbynearly20percent 
compared to those figures obtained during 2002 
through to the endofMay. Work has gone into the 
furtherdevelopmentofthepowertrain fortheHonda 
Cívic, by improving the engine; with increased 
motortorque, higherefficiency andimproved CVT 
[28]. 
TheHonda Civic hosts a computer control 
system which manages the power ofthe motor, 
charging system andnickel metal hydride (NiMH) 
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batteries. The i-DSI gasoline engine is resourceful 
dueto its lean-burning combustion technologywith 
two spark plugs per cylinder. The cylinder idling 
system helps to improve the regenerative braking 
capabilitiesofthevehicle; whilstidling ordecelerating; 
more energy is recaptured bythe electric motor and 
stored in the batleries. 
The Honda Civic boosts a 40 percent better 
fuel economy than that of a comparable Civic 
Sedan; achieving 51 mpg in the city and 46 mpg on 
the motorway. The vehicle meets the ultra-low 






within the ULEV, Honda developed a NO
x 
absorptive catalytic converterwhich usedarnixture 
ofplatinum and other metals to attract the NO, 
molecules to its surfaceduring leancombustion. The 
storedNO x is converted into harrnless nitrogen and 
water by regeneratingthe catalyst on a regular basis 
by changing the engine fuel strategy to a slightly 
richerrun (more fuel andless air). Y ou can drive the 
CivicHybridforupto 1,033km(asshownintable 
JI) on a single tank of gas; generating in the process 
50-80 percent feweremissions compared to that of 
a standard five-passenger caro The price at which 
you can buy a Honda Civic stands at roughly 
22,200€. 
8.3. Toyota Prius 
The T oyota Prius was in fact the [lIst mass 
producedHEV in theworld. During2005, Toyota 
has currently imported 1,000 Prius models per 
month to the US from J apan, and sales are at their 
highest in Southern California and the Pacific 
Northwest. Themainobjectiveoftheinclusionof 
the Prius was to reduce exhaust emissions in urban 
areas, and in order for Toyota to accomplish this 
they designed and created a paraIlel hybrid 
powertrain. It boasts sorne of the benefits that 
would be achieved from both a series anda paraIlel 
hybrid; named aptly the Toyota Hybrid System 
(THS) [29]. 
The Prius uses a power split device which 
aIlows the engine to be atits most efficient loadand 
speedrange forthe majority ofthetime. The Power 
Split Device (PSD) is regarded as the heart of the 
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Prius, and aIlows the carto operate with the benefits 
of either a series orparallel hybrid. The PSD is can 
also be reference as the CVT, however it is notthe 
usual type (Cone and Belt) found in traditional 
vehicles andother HEV s. Alternatively, this CVT is 
referred to as the planetarytype, dué to the orbital 
movements ofthe components withinit. 
Away from the purely hybrid benefits, the 
Toyota Prius is considered even more 
environmental1y friendly as it is made from 90 
percent recyclable materials. The ICE and the 
electric motor are connected to the wheels by the 
sametransmission. The Prius can achieve 52 mpg in 
the city, 45 mpg on the highways and can go from 
0-60 mph in 14 seconds. However, Consumer 
reports magazine saythatundertesting the Toyota 
Prius itachieved41 mpg [30]. Again, stressingthe 
factofthevariabilityinsuch estimations. Thecurrent 
sales price ofthe T oyota Prius is 25 ,912€ . 
8.4. Current and Future Models 
The importantthingto consider forthe latest 
HEV models into the market is the shifttowards the 
premiumrange ofvehicles (Table III). The inclusion 
ofthe Lexus RX 400h at the beginning of2005 has 
made itthe world's firstluxury hybrid vehicle. The 
LexusRX 400h wiIl further gotowards breakingthe 
EV minded vehicle buyers by offering a substantial 
268 hp. With increasing movements towards the 
premium end ofthemarket, the commercial success 
ofHEVs and 4x4s vehicles as a whole is sure to 
grow. 
In fact, even theEuropean carmanufacturers 
suchasAudi, BMW or Porschewho werereluctant 
to develop HEV s, will soon begin to offer this 
technologyin sorne new mode1s. Volkswagen wiIl 
al so develop aHEV forthe Chinese market before 
the next Olympic Games (2008) which will be 
celebratedinBeijing. 
Thesenewplannedmodels wiIl includenovel 
solutions such as the supercapacitortechnology in 
the BMWX3 hybrid. Al so, the integration of solar 
ceIls into the open sky system (the SUV's large-
format glass sunroot) in thenew Audi Q7 hybrid in 
orderto add another source of energy. 
9.HEV MARKET STATUS 
The objective ofthis section is to describe the 
current rnarket status of the European , US and 
Japanese rnarkets for HEYs. Figure 6 displays 
graphical representations ofthepredictions foreach 
rnarket in orderto illustrate the following trends. 
9.1. European Market 
Due to the healthy diesel tradition and the 
permissivepolicies in ernission legislation in Europe, 
HEV sales have not been as substantial as those 
currently in the USo Anotherreason forthis is that 
Europeans are not as excepting for hybrids as the 
US have currently been. Sorne Europeans have 
refused to bel ieve in the hype behind this technology; 
howeverthis is due to change overthe nextnumber 
ofyears. For these reasons the European rnarket 
will need more time in orderto getthe aggressive 
incline like the Japanese and US markets have 
already witnessed (figure 6). Toyota do es hope to 
sell between 15,000 and 20,000 Prius' in 2005 , 
aiming to capture 0.11 % ofthe European rnarket. 
9.2. USA Market 
Would you recommend your 
hybrid to a friend? 
Reasons you bought a hybrid? 
Since the introduction ofhybrid cars in the 
US rnarket in 1999, sales have had a rapid increase, 
as shown in figure 6. These sales have grown by an 
averageannual rateof88 .6% from 2000to 2003 , 
accordingtoMichigan-based R.L. Palk& Ca. In 
contrast, accordingtoABJ Research, in 2006 REV 
sales wiU represent 10% ofthe 2 million rnidsize 
vehicles sold annually in the US market [31]. 
Undoubting, looking at figure 6 it is clearto seethat 
this rnarket along w1th the Japanese has the rnost 
potential riding on it. 
9.3. Japanese Market 
In2003, HEYs wereposition thirdinJapan's 
Autamotive Emerging Technologies Study [32] , 
basedonconsumerfamiliarity,interestandpurchase 
intent. The two features which carne in front of 
REY s were navigation and night vision systems. 
However, the REV technology leaped to first 
position within the same studythe foIlowing year. 
This fact iIlustrates the irnportance that the main 
Japanese carmanufacturers (Handa and Toyota) 
have in hybrid vehicles becoming a significant share 
of the worldwide autornotive industry. The 
resourceful commÍtment by bothH anda and Toyata 
has had positive affects on the fmal Japanese 
customers, as illustrated in figure 6. Tayata has 
even begun to suggest in many congresses that 
What do you like least? 
" 17.5% I 
15.5% I 
15.4% I 
Wbat do you like best? 
Technology, style and handling 
Figure 7: Hybrid Drivers Survey (Source: Oregon Environmental Council 2003) 
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theforecast ofHEVs will be a 90% share ofthe 
Japanesemarketin2010. 
lO.BUYING ISSUES - HYBRIDS VS. 
DIESELS 
When a customer goes outto buy a new car, 
there are anumber of factors which can determine 
which vehicle if anytheywill buyo Customers have 
differing priorities which could be based on their 
country' s culture, past experiences, costs, ami! or 
hislherown personal preferences. Many customers 
though have become more aware andare startingto 
consider altemative technologies as apposed to the 
more conventional ICEs. F or anumber ofreasons 
customersareconsideringaltematives suchas HEV s 
and diesel vehicles. The main issues taken into 
account when considering the purchase of such 
vehicles are analysed in the following section. 
Although Biodiesel is not a reality yet, the 
current diesel technology is the mainaltemative to 
hybrid technology. DieseIs have the advantage of 
being fully estabIished and are currently oflower 
costthanHEVs.Duetothesereasons,thearguments 
are goingto bepresented as a comparison between 
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F our key factors regarded in this paper for 
buying anHEV are; cost, driver surveys, benefits 
legislation and image. The last issue is discussed 
within the subsection environmental concerns 
presented in the third section. N otwithstanding, it 
willbeconsideredftomanotherpointofview. 
10.1. Costs 
One ofthe most important factors when a 
customerwishes to buy a car is the associated cost. 
Economics may bethe biggestobstacle inaccepting 
hybrids. Table IVillustrates an estimation ofthe 
addedretail pricefora varietyofHEV configurations. 
At a first glance it can seem very high price, 
especially if this cost is compared with the diesel 
costs (Table V). However, according to the 
consulted sources, and for the European and US 
market, the diesel technologymayrise overthenext 
fewyears due to the increasedmanufacturing costs 
and the development of costlier pollution control 
systems [33]. This estimation is based on the most 
likeIy future Iegislation which will establish amore 
restricted pollution limits, and the fact that dieseIs 











---USA --atrope -.- Japan 
Figure 6: HEV share and market estimation 
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inclusion and development ofbiodiesel. Overthe 
lifetimeofaHEV the customerwill savemoney on 
fuel expenditure, which help top balance out the 
initialoffsetof costs concemedand offerincentives 
into thepurchase ofHEV s. F or example, one can 
claim $2,000 ifhe buys a hybridcar certified bythe 
IRS (for example: Toyota Prius, Honda Insight 
and Honda Civic Hybrid) during 2004 and 2005 
in USA; this deduction is going to drop to $500 in 
2006 [34]. On top ofthe offered incentives, there 
aremany states which offer additional incentives to 
this state deduction [35]. In [36], it is possible to 
check the different incentives in Europe. In the 
particular, in the Spanish case, the subvention is 
reduced to Castilla Leon where it is able to get a 
maximumreductionof4,800. 
TABLEV 










Source: "Future Potential of Hybrid and Diesel Powertrains in the US 
Light-Duty Vehicle Market", by David L. Greene, K.G. Duleep, and 
Walter McManus, Report to Department of Energy, luly 2004. 
Conc1uding, the US is strongly gambling a 
numberoftheirresources in the hybrid technology, 
which is undoubtedly benefiting the rise in sales, 
along with the overall potential of the market. 
Whereas, Europeancountriesdonothaveacornmon 
benefitpolicyregardingthis issue, andas far, have 
provoked a sales deadlock in favour of the diesel 
market. 
10.2. Hybrid Drivers Surveys 
Anotherimportantfactorwhenevaluatingthe 
potential buying of an REV is the opinion of the 
current hybrid drivers. These kinds of statistics 
show the grade of happiness of the customer, 
offeringpotential customers the chance to knowthe 
weakandstrongpoints. The Oregon 
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Environmental Council (OEC) did a survey in late 
2002 and ear1y 2003, expecting to receive the 
feedback of 5 96 hybrid owners [37]. The results 
that they published are provided in figure 7. The 
results from the Oregon survey couldrepresentthe 
general view ofHEV s in the US; as there is not a 
substantial difference with the views of drivers in 
other states within the USo 
At a frrst look fuel savingcould be the most 
popular answer to the question <<Reasons you 
boughtahybrid?». Thetruthisthatitobtainedan 
impressive fourth position witha vote of71 percent. 
Accordingto this survey,pollute the air less, emit 
less climate-changing CO 2' appealing technology 
are considered the most valuable advantages for 
hybrid owners. Therefore, the environmental 
motivationis the unique hybrid sellingpoint. This in 
factis a marketing issue ratherthan a technical one 
as the increase in CO2 emissions is equivalentto the 
decreaseinfuelconsumption. (C02t=> kml-1 ¡). 
10.3. Image 
The image or background perception that a 
customer has ofa prospectiveproductis animportant 
factor to take into account. In fact, the companies 
are investing more and more into improving the 
advertisedimage material. 
Diese1shavein thepastandstill slightlytoday, 
sufferseveralimageproblems. Aswell as the noisily, 
underpoweredandsmellrelativetogasolinevehicles, 
thepollution is presentedas themostunpopular. An 
exampleofhowsignificantthepollutionproblemstill 
is for current diesel will beprovided; According to 
EPA' s Air Pollution Scale (1 to 10 being the 10 
lowestpollution), the diesel Volkswagen Golfl.9 
(105 CV) obtains 1 and the gasoline 2.0 version is 
rated 6. However, on the same scale, Toyota Prius 
eamed 9.5 [38]. 
Although theseproblemshave beenimproved 
over the last number of years, there are many 
owners of gasoline vehicles who still believe that 
about dieseis. AIso, importantmarkets such as the 
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US do not accept this technology for historical 
lssues. 
In the hybrid case are sorne image barriers 
which are due to the lack ofknowledge. Thetwo 
main objections supposedly inferior to gasoline 
vehic1es arereliability andacceleration. 
With respectto acceleration, it is possible to 
check that the used time to get 100 KmIh in a 
Toyota Prius is 10.9 sec whereas the Seat Leon 
1.9 Tdi (110 CV) is 10.7 sec; less than 2% ofa 
difference. AIso, in orderto illustrate the research 
invested in this technology, Toyota is evaluatingthe 
possibility to produce a Sport Prius which 
accelerates from O to 100 Km/h in 8.7 sec. 
On the other hand, the warrantyprovided by 
Toyota on thePrius is 8 years forits hybrid system. 
This fact shows the trust in the hybrid technology. 
Another important detail which is hard to 
ignore is thepotential positive influence of so many 
celebrities jumping on the hybrid bandwagon. 
Cameron Diaz, Leonardo DiCaprio and Jack 
Nicholson are just a few who have expressed an 
interest in REV s. In fact, many Hollywood stars 
used the Toyota Prius instead of the c1assical 
lirnousine atthe last Osear' s night. Otherreference, 
in words of Matt Petersen, president of Global 
Green USA: «These celebrities probably don't 
worry about saving money at the gas pump, so 
their choice fo ride in a Prius clearly demonstrates 
their concern about the sustainability of our 
environment». 
1l.FUTURE TRENDS 
According to a maj or part of the consulted 
references, the hybrid fue1 cells are the expected 
energy for the future. In words of Rick Wagoner, 
chairman ofGeneral Motors: «The hydrogenfuel 
cell is the ultimate answer for eliminating the 
automobile from the environmental equation», 
[39]. However, the truth is that atthe momentis an 
incipienttechnology. The difficult storage, the low 
autonomy and therequiredenergyin orderto getthe 
liquidhydrogen state still make very expensive the 
use of this technology. Current1y it is less 
environmentally friendly due to the energy origin 
necessaryto liquid and to do electrolysis process in 
orderto getthe final hydrogen fuel [40]. 
Thereforethepossible technologies usable in 
anear future are two: biodiesels andHEV. HEV is 
already explained extensively. But, what is the 
definition ofbiodiesel? Biodiesel is the chemical 
product of a vegetable oi! or animal fat with an 
alcohol such as methanol or ethanol in the 
TABLEIV 
ADDED RET AlL PRICE FOR HYBRID SYSTEMS 
Hybrid System Small Cars Midsize &. Large Cars 
Stop/Start $600 $640 
ISAD $1,250 $1,385 
IMA $1,620 $1,790 
Full Hybrid $3,320 $3,920 
Source: "Future Potential of Hybrid and Diesel Powertrains in the US 
Light-Duty Vehic/e Market", by David L. Greene, K.G. Duleep, and Walter 
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presenee o/a eata/yst to yie/d mono-al"-y l esters 
and glyeerin, wh ieh is removed [41]. There are 
sorne arguments whieh favour the use ofbiodiesel, 
for example: it is the Vo/kswagen option and it is 
starting to be used in a small seleetion of gas petro I 
stations around the world. However, the major 
disadvantage ofbiodiesel is still the high produetion 
eosts. AIso, thepotential inereased use ofbiodiesel 
requires eautious refleetion of all environmental 
impaets. While positive impaets sueh as deerease in 
fossil CO2 emissions atthe eombustion stage are 
evident, the indireet impaets sueh as from ferti I izer 
produetion, agrieulture, and fuel proeessing are 
more eomplex to analyse [42]. 
Another parameter in order to know HEV 
future trends are earmanufaeturer' s opinions about 
the different requirements that they demand ofthe 
batteries. Ford, Jaguar, Land Rover and Valva 
managers have expressed the improbable 
introduetion ofa 42V supply dueto itis notaffordable 
as a short-term solution for priee-sensitive 
mainstream passenger ears [43]. In the short -term, 
aeeordingto [43] and [33] , the 12V systems sueh 
as Start/Stop will be introdueed in the short-term 
European ear market. However, the full hybrid 
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eonfiguration is strongly supported by the J apanese 
and US markets [44] . 
Figure 8 shows the proposed automotive 
teehnologies estimations based on future legislation 
and foreeasts [33 , 43-46]. Itean bedistinguished 
that there are two time lines in figure 8; one for the 
European market and other forthe US and Japanese 
market. The first stage is justvalid fortheEuropean 
marketwhere 12V systems sueh as Start/Stop and 
traditional vehicles willlive together [33]. This is a 
transitional stage neeessary forthe European market 
due to a c1ear eornmon legislation absenee in favour 
of full hybrid or biodiesels forthe moment. In faet, 
the systems with 12V whieh save sorne petrol and 
emissions are the best option for a number of ear 
manufaeturers [43]. However, these systerns will 
representaminority(Y¡ % » Y2%). 
The seeond stage will start around the year 
2010 for the European market and the next years 
forthe US and Japanese market. REV and biodiesel 
will inerease their pereentages on the market (X ¡ % 
r and X, % r) in this stage appreeiably due to the 
restrietive legislation in the European market (e.g. 
Euro 5 [45-46]) and the benefits subventions and 
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image issues in the US market. In fact, Toyota 
forecasts that REV swill represent a 90% share of 
the overall market and ithosts of deal of certainty, 
taking into accountHubbert 's prevision for 20 19 
[1]. However, the biodiesels in Europe will be more 
popularthantheREV ~ %> X] %)incontrastwith 
US andJapanesemarketwhich willhavetheopposite 
occurrence (X] % > X 2 %). At the end of stage 2 
(around2030) thetraditional fossil fuel carswill be 
displaced in benefit of c1eaner and more efficient 
technologies. EvenRinolfi, commonrail' s father, 
has forecasted a cost boost in dieseIs vehic1es in 
2010, supportingundoubtedlythe inerease ofHEV 
sales [33]. 
The third stage represents the triumph of 
hydrogenfuelcells. Thistechnologywill beusedin 
order to mitigate the petrol shortage. However, as 
anyincipienttechnologyitwillneed timeto optimise 
it's process. In fact, its whole potential could be 
accomplished within a few years (stage 4). 
12.CONCLUSIONS 
Inconc1usionitcanbeseenthatthegrowthin 
marketpotential ofHEV s is strongly influenced by 
the movements oflegislation. Therefore, benefits 
andstringentemissionlegislationiscommoninareas 
where HEV shave been successful. The US and the 
European markets are two important automotive 
markets which have been analysed in order to 
demonstrate the current success ofHEV s. 
The US market is currently suffering strong 
rises in fuel prices, andas areferencerose by almost 
40% within the first quarter of2004. Geopolitics 
during this periodhas also led to the US being les s 
dependant on Middle Eastern oil reserves. There 
are two alternative means as discussed which can 
be consideredas solutions tothese current scenarios; 
HEV s ordiesel vehic1es.As shown bymovements 
in benefitlegislationand the growingrestrictions in 
vehicular CO 2 emissions primarily, REV s have 
been the more dominant choice. Currently, diesel 
vehic1e sales in the US represent approximately 1 to 
2 percent of the market share; mainly due to the 
historical issues ofthe technology. F orthis reason, 
theintroductionofmorestringentemissionlegislation 
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against diesel vehic1es is extremely important for 
these manufacturers (main1y the European VA G 
Group). However, afterthe US 'sresignationfrom 
theKyotoagreementtheycannowprojectagreen 
image through the support ofHEVs with benefit 
legislation. This can be exploited as a new market 
opportunity by their car manufacturers. In fact, 
General Motors are currently the third biggest 
REV manufacturerin theworldbehind Toyota and 
Honda. 
In Europe though, diesel technologies have 
been favourably strongerthan in the US, which is 
main1y dueto the appropriate tax conditions and the 
healthier acceptance ofthe technology. The diesel 
market within Europe has continued to remain 
healthy as high fuel prices haveprovokedanumber 
ofbenefitlegislationattemptsduringtheeightiesand 
nineties. In fact, overthe last year 46 percent ofnew 
carregistrations in Europe were diese1; this figure 
stands at 60 percent in the Spanish market [48]. 
This situation could ultimately change in Europe if 
more stringent emissions legislation were to be 
introduced, which could be the case when the 
Euro-5 is introduced in October 2009. CurrentIy, 
there are no countries in theEuropean Union (EU) 
which offer uniform rebates on the purchases of 
HEVs, unlike the USo ClearIy, with increased 
awareness and further governmental movements, 
HEV sales in Europe are sure to increase; as has 
already occurred in the USo Iflegislation were to 
remain unchangedin Europe then there would still 
be an increase in HEV sales, just at a slower rate 
than thosecurrentlyinthe US; these wouldhowever 
continue to rise as the technology became more 
established. Themarketing and fashions associated 
within this technology area alongwith the growing 
concern of global warming are other factors which 
are influential regardless oflegislation; these factors 
alone would increase the sales potential ofHEV S. 
Conc1uding, REV s will have a definite 
strongholdin the future of automotivedevelopment, 
dueto the flexibility ofthe technology. The current 
configuration ofHEV s (electric motor and ICE) is 
stronglyinfluenced by legislation, but future hybrid 
technologies could workwith biodiesels oreven 
fuel-cells. The generatedbrakingenergyis one c1ear 
example of green power which can be taken 
advantage ofwhen the currentdriving conditions 
are optimised; regardless offuturechoices ofenergy 
storage devices. 
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